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1 Abstract

Recent advances in machine learning, bioinformatics and the understanding of the folding problem have enabled efficient predictions of protein structures with moderate accuracy, even for targets when there is little information from templates. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations provide a route to refine such predicted structures, but unguided atomistic simulations, even when lengthy in time, often fail to eliminate incorrect structural features that would allow the structure to become more energetically favorable owing to the necessity of making large scale motions and overcoming energy barriers for side chain repacking. In this study, we show that localizing packing frustration at atomic resolution by examining
the statistics of the energetic changes that occur when the local environment of a site is changed allows one to identify the most likely locations of incorrect contacts. The global statistics of atomic resolution frustration in structures that have been predicted using various algorithms provide strong indicators of structural quality when tested over a database of 20 targets from previous CASP experiments. Residues that are more correctly located turn out to be more minimally frustrated than more poorly positioned sites. These observations provide a diagnosis of both global and local quality of predicted structures, and thus can be used as guidance in all-atom refinement simulations of the 20 targets. Refinement simulations guided by atomic packing frustration turn out to be quite efficient and significantly improve the quality of the structures.

2 Introduction

Both experiment and theory show that the energy landscapes of proteins are funneled towards their solved structures. While the unfolded molten globule may contain many frustrated interactions, the frustration level decreases during folding. The overall stability of folded proteins typically does not come from just a few hyperstable residues but instead a consistency of interaction is manifest throughout the structure. Traps in the folding process, typically, have much native structure but only a few incorrectly located residues which often have locally frustrated interactions.

A twin challenge to understanding how proteins fold is the problem of practically predicting protein structures from sequence. Obtaining biomolecular structures with high resolution is helpful for understanding many biomolecular processes and is a prerequisite for many structure-based therapeutic designs. For a long time, experimentally determining the three dimensional atomic coordinates of proteins through crystallography, NMR and more recently cryo-Electron Microscopy has been the only reliable approach for most practical purposes. The fast development of bioinformatics and simulations lately involving deep learning tech-
Techniques are however now commonly providing predictions of protein structures at modest resolution.\textsuperscript{4,5} To refine the resulting moderate resolution predictions into structural models comparable in accuracy and resolution to those determined by experiment remains nontrivial. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations provide an approach for such refinement, but the rugged and sometimes still locally frustrated nature of the energy landscape leads to traps from which it is hard to escape when using most sampling methods with atomic force-fields. For this reason, until recently it was even unclear whether all-atom simulations could refine protein structures to better resolution. Fortunately, a set of long time-scale refinement simulations performed with the Anton machine have demonstrated that the refinement using appropriate restraints can improve the quality of structure predictions,\textsuperscript{6} but, at the same time, simulating the protein motion without employing such restraints allows the ensemble of structures to deviate far away from the proper native structure. This is not surprising given the often subtle balance between energy and entropy in folding.\textsuperscript{7}

These results nevertheless give hope that increasing the time scale of refinement simulations could result in significantly improved refinements. Feig and his coworkers, however, have shown that with current computational time limitations, such a direct approach gives only marginally better refinement even when the simulation time scale has been greatly increased.\textsuperscript{8} They showed however that extensive sampling on the rugged energy landscape could be combined with Markov state modeling to further improve protein structure predictions so as to outperform other methods tested during the CASP13.\textsuperscript{9} The expense of such calculations unfortunately hinders the broad application of this approach. The time scale difficulty arises from the slow barrier-crossings involving both large-scale deformations and local side chain variations. These large scale motions are slow partly because of the high density of the protein interior that also encourage strong coupling between side-chain motions to lead to glassy behavior. The difficulties of traversing these barriers can be partially overcome by forcing motions along slow principal coordinates of motion of the protein. A good approximation to these modes can be found from coarse-grained models. This strategy
brings significant improvements in structural accuracy. To address the difficulties of making barrier-crossings, the idea of enhancing atomic sampling along slow principal motions which are calculated from coarse-grained models finally brings significant improvements.10

Another approach, of course is again to introduce restraints into atomistic simulations as was proved to work in obtaining more native-like configurations in Anton simulations. Most of the restraints come from different types of structural information of the initial coordinates. These should be soft restraints that preserve the folding funnel but that do not introduce such strong topological constraints such that rearrangements are impeded.11,12 Using these in combination consistently improves the accuracy of predicted structures, but the improvements again are moderate. It is noteworthy, however, that the general frustration, even computed at a coarse-grained level generally is reduced.11

Neither of the strategies we have described specifically addresses a core problem in refining protein structures: what are the good features that must be preserved during refinement calculations versus what are the bad features that need to be adjusted to achieve greater accuracy? Local frustration analysis provides a way to do this. To better diagnose both the global and local quality of structures in their all-atom representations, we employ a scheme to compute an appropriate all-atom frustration index for a protein structure.13 This analysis allows us to evaluate frustration both locally on each residue and globally over the tertiary structure. To locate where the most frustrated interactions are found in a protein, one gathers statistics about the local energy changes that occur when the protein sequence and structure are perturbed locally, thus generating a set of decoys for which the total energy of the protein is then recomputed including the steric repulsions. The steric repulsive forces are sensitive to even local perturbations in the protein backbones, because the side chains need to be repacked to accommodate for the fluctuations in backbones, thus making steric repulsions an important contribution to diagnosing structural quality. These steric repulsions are resolved in correct structures but are not resolved typically in incorrect structures. The resulting frustration index by including the repulsive forces is called by us the "atomic
packing frustration” to contrast it with a more forgiving index that allows for a greater
deformation of the protein framework. At the same time, the repulsive clashes make the
atomic resolution algorithm including the repulsion too sensitive for detecting functionally
relevant frustration, given that the strong fluctuating clashes coming from steric overlaps are
easily removed by slightly relaxing the backbone in the dynamic functioning of the protein. In
a parallel study that explores the relationship between frustration and functional outcomes,
we have used the vander waals idea that the energetic costs incurred by the repulsions should
be excluded as actually contributing only to the entropy\(^{14}\) in order to monitor stability and
specificity in a way that more realistically accounts for protein flexibility. The resulting
atomic resolution frustration measures (that eliminate the harsh repulsions) correlate well
with the physiological functions of biomolecular complexes like binding, allostery, catalytic
sites and association with ligands.\(^{15}\)

In the present paper, we show that the atomic packing frustration which is indeed sensitive
to steric clashes correlates well with the accuracy of the local placement of each residue within
a protein, and the residues with good structural quality are usually more minimally frustrated
from the point of the view of packing. The global frustration level of a protein structural
model also correlates well with the global quality of the model, and models having more
native-like poses usually have a larger number of minimally frustrated steric interactions. The
capability of diagnosing both the local and global structural quality of modeled structures
offers a way to select appropriate restraints in all-atom refinement simulations by constraining
only the motions of the minimally frustrated residues found in the initial predicted model
while allowing those regions with frustrated packing to readjust by roaming more widely.
We will show that structures from refinement simulations using frustration guided restraints
display significantly improved structural accuracy over the initial poses using simulations
that correspond to only 50 ns of annealing. The poses after refinement were less frustrated
than they are when they start out.
3 Methods

3.1 Definition of packing frustration

To capture the local stability of the placement of a single amino acid based on its interaction with neighboring residues, we introduce a new frustration index. Frustration indices are obtained by monitoring the energy differences between the protein in its native conformation and a set of "decoy" states. We collect statistics about these local energy contributions by perturbing both the protein sequence and local structure. To generate a set of decoys, the amino acid pairs which form the contacts in the crystal structures are virtually mutated to other amino acid pairs. The sequence spaces are randomly sampled according to the frequency distribution of the native amino acids each taking on different side chain conformations. Given the recomputed energy of 400 distributed decoys for each contact, we can thus construct a histogram of the energy of these decoys and compare them with the native energy, \( E_0 \). The frustration index including an interacting pair of the amino acids \( i, j \) is defined as the Z score of the native pair’s energy compared with the variance of the pair’s contribution in the corresponding decoys:

\[
F_{ij}^0 = \frac{(E_{ij}^0 - \overline{E_{ij}^{u'}})}{\sigma(E_{ij}^{u'})}
\]

Here \( E_{ij}^{u'} \) is the pairwise interaction energy of the decoy, \( \overline{E_{ij}^{u'}} \) is the mean and \( \sigma(E_{ij}^{u'}) \) is the corresponding variance of energies. The frustration index is a site-specific measure of the energetic fitness compared with the set of all other possible decoys. The frustration index is thus the local energy gap between the native state and the decoys normalized the variance of its distribution. This measure is equivalent to that used in describing the folding funnel of evolved proteins which scales the global energy to the glass formation temperature.\(^1\) If the frustration index of a pair is negative and significantly large in magnitude, the specific contact
formed by that pair should be almost the most stable among all of the other alternatives and is unlikely to change during functional motions. If the frustration index is low, the alternative local structures become energetically accessible. The local frustration index evaluates the role of contacts in building the globally funneled folding energy landscape. As discussed in Ferreiro et al, contacts can be classified as being minimally frustrated, highly frustrated or as being neutrally frustrated in accordance with their frustration level. In this study, contacts that have a positive frustration index above 0.5 are identified as being highly frustrated interactions, while contacts having a frustration index below -2.5 are identified as being minimally frustrated contacts.

We used the all-atom forcefield from Rosetta to compute localized packing frustration indices. To obtain the decoy ensemble for residue contacts, we randomized both the residue identities and locations of the residues in contact as was done previously when using the AWSEM coarse grained energy function. We shuffled the protein sequence randomly and repacked these shuffled sequences onto the backbone whose coordinates stay unperturbed to make sure that only the side chains are re-packed. Then we performed a short Monte-Carlo relaxation to eliminate many of the most significant side chain clashes with the backbone fixed (see supporting information for the xml script). After these steps, all energies of the contacts are counted into the decoy ensemble ($E_{i'j'}^{U}$). Sufficient statistics for each protein were collected after the decoy set was enriched by 300 shuffled sequences. Through omitting the shuffling step, we obtained the energies of native contacts in a similar fashion. Protein contacts are defined by the distances between $C_{\alpha}$ atoms of residues being below 10 Angstroms.

Based on the many-body construction of the fully atomic force field, the pairwise energy change between residue i and j, $E_{ij}$, is determined by all the interactions that involve any of the two residues that are in contact. (Eq. 2).
The direct interaction between residue $i$ and $j$ is defined as $e_{ij}$. The auxiliary background interactions account for the many-body effects elicited by all the other residues of the protein except residue $i$ or $j$. They are properly counted as half of $\sum_{k \neq j} e_{ik}$ and $\frac{1}{2} \sum_{l \neq i} e_{jl}$. To compute the pairwise energy ($e_{ij}$) in the relaxed pose, we have used the REF2015 version of the rosetta energy function\(^{16}\) along with a set of well-tested weights for each energy term.

Atomic packing frustration provides a way to estimate the localized steric frustration in proteins. To quantify the level of frustration for each specific residue, $F_i$, we average all the pair frustration indices that involve the specific residue directly. The site averaged frustration $F_i$ is used then to distinguish the minimally frustrated residues from those that can easily take on other geometries:

$$F_i = \frac{\sum_{j \neq i} F_{ij}}{N} \quad (3)$$

$N$ is the total number of residues interacting with residue $i$.

### 3.2 Database of targets for tertiary structure refinement.

The refinement targets studied in this paper came from the CASP12 refinement competition. The initial structures that had been previously predicted and the crystal structures for each target were downloaded from the official website of CASP12. When the website did not provide the crystal structures, we found them from the Protein Data Bank database\(^{17}\) based on the PDB ID provided by the website. The submitted structures from the CASP12 competition were used as the refined structures in carrying out the evaluation. Here we used
the submitted structures from the various groups to analyze the relationship between atomic packing frustration in models and global structural similarity to the correct structure.

3.3 Details of all-atom simulations censored by atomic frustration.

The strategy is to refine a given initially predicted structure by reducing its localized packing frustration using all-atom explicit-solvent simulations. Here we used the CHARMM36m (Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics 36m) forcefield for the refinement simulations with a time step of 2.0 fs for 50 ns. The total charge of the system was neutralized by adding Na and Cl ions to the solvent so that the final ionic concentration was 0.15 M. The simulations were performed in the constant particle number, volume, and temperature ensemble at 300K. The residual constraints were censored using the atomic packing frustration indices of this structure. The censored constraints were then applied as harmonic constraints on the positions of the initial Cα atoms with a strength of 1000 kJ/mol.

3.4 Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD)

To survey the all-atom free energy landscape, we performed parallel replica-exchange calculations. Replica exchange simulations were performed using the CHARMM36m forcefield over a range of temperatures at 250K, 270K, 290K, 310K, 330K, 350K, 370K, 390K, 410K, 430K, 450K and 470K. Exchange attempts were made every 0.2 ps, with acceptance rates ranging from 0.04 to 0.4. Each replica was equilibrated for 2 ns and then simulated for 30 ns for data collection.

3.5 Global Metrics of Structural and Side Chains Similarity

Three metrics were used to evaluate the structural similarity of refined structures to the corresponding crystal structures on the basis of the Cα atoms. The Cα RMSD value is computed using the root-mean-square deviation of the Cα atoms of the refined structures
from the positions of the corresponding Cα atoms after alignment. The values of this metric were calculated using VMD.\textsuperscript{19} Another metric we used was the GDT-TS score. It is defined as the average of the percentages of Cα atoms falling within 1, 2, 4, and 8 angstrom of their correct locations upon alignment.\textsuperscript{20} The third metric to evaluate the structural similarity was $Q_w$,\textsuperscript{21} defined by

\[
Q_w = \frac{2}{(N - 3)(N - 4)} \sum_{j - i \geq 2} e^{-\frac{(r_{ij} - r'_{ij})^2}{2\sigma_{ij}^2}}, \sigma_{ij} = |j - i|^{0.15}
\]  

(4)

$r_{ij}$ is the distance between the Cα atom of residue index i and the Cα atom of residue index j in the refined structure. $r'_{ij}$ is the distance between the Cα atoms of the corresponding residues in the native structures. $\sigma_{ij}$ is a sequence separation-dependent well width. The $Q_{local}$ of residue i is defined as:

\[
Q_{local} = \frac{1}{(N - 1)} \sum_{j \neq i} e^{-\frac{(r_{ij} - r'_{ij})^2}{2\sigma_{ij}^2}}
\]

(5)

$r_{ij}, r'_{ij}, \sigma_{ij}$ are defined as above.

The side chain similarity was defined as the fraction of the residues whose differences of both the $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ side chain angles in the refined structure and the corresponding crystal structure were less than 40 degrees.\textsuperscript{11}

### 3.6 Blind selection based on logistic regression

To select structures with the best RMSD from all the refined structures without using the crystal structure information as input, we developed a logistic regression method similar to the one implemented in our previous paper.\textsuperscript{10} This logistic regression takes into account the energy terms from AWSEM\textsuperscript{22} and from Rosetta.\textsuperscript{16,23–25} AWSEM includes six terms:‘DSSP’,
Rosetta includes 16 terms: ‘fa_atr’, ‘fa_rep’, ‘fa_sol’, ‘fa_intra_rep’, ‘fa_intra_sol_xover4’, ‘lk_ball_wtd’, ‘fa_elec’, ‘pro_close’, ‘hbond_sr_bb’, ‘hbond_lr_bb’, ‘hbond_bb_sc’, ‘hbond_sc’, ‘omega’, ‘fa_dun’, ‘p_aa_pp’, ‘rama_prepro’. These 22 energy terms are the feature inputs to the logistic regression. To have meaningful coefficients, all these quantitative features were normalized to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1 before the regression. The structures of TR884 were used as the training set for regression which classified the top 100 structures evaluated by RMSD out of the total 2500 structures as being good (y=1) and the rest as being bad (y=0). The logistic regression was trained to tune the weights(w) and intercept c that minimize the following cost function.

$$\min_{w,c} \frac{1}{2} w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log(\exp(-y_i (X_i^T w + c)) + 1)$$

where $C = 1$

4 Results

4.1 Correlation between global frustration and structural quality.

The principle of minimal frustration suggests that a protein has evolved to minimize the energetic conflicts that need to be resolved when folding towards the native conformation. Thus, the more native-like configurations generally possess more minimally frustrated interactions than the molten globule just as the final native configuration does. The frustration level of a given structure is determined by the number of minimally frustrated interactions it contains as well as by the number of highly frustrated interactions that it retains. To quantify the relationship between overall frustration level and global structural quality, here we calculated the atomic packing frustration for the submitted structures from the various
groups for the 20 targets in the CASP12 refinement exercise.

The $Q_w$ value quantifies the global structural similarity between an input structure and the crystal structure. Fig.1 shows the structures submitted in the CASP12 refinement exercise along with crystal structures for four cases. The frustration patterns can discriminate the native structures from near native-like configurations (Fig.1, S1, S2, S3 and S4). When compared with the submitted structures for each target, one finds the native structure almost always has both the most minimally frustrated interactions and the fewest highly frustrated interactions. When approaching the native conformations, one finds the more native-like structures, i.e. those, with a higher $q$ value have again more minimally frustrated interactions and fewer highly frustrated interactions. The structures with extremely low structural quality (i.e. $Q < 0.5$, blue dots in Fig.1) have few minimally frustrated interactions. Sometimes structures with still reasonable similarity to the native configuration are not as minimally frustrated as other structures that have similar quality (Fig.S2A, S2C). In general, however the global statistics of atomic packing frustration over a protein structure does reflect the structural quality of a model quite well.
Figure 1: Results for four example targets show the correlation between frustration pattern and global similarity of the submitted refined structures and the corresponding crystal structures A) TR866, B) TR872, C) TR894, D) TR922. All structures were from CASP12 groups. In each example, the frustration pattern was evaluated using the number of minimally frustrated interactions and the number of highly frustrated interactions. The global quality of each structure was evaluated using the Qw value between it and the crystal structure (shown in different colors corresponding to Qw). The points corresponding to crystal structures are colored in black.
4.2 Correlation between local structural quality and frustration pattern.

During the process of protein folding, some native contacts readily form at the early stages, preceding the formation of the nucleus for the folding process, while some contacts in the native state require more time to form and do so only as the temperature is lowered. Those regions frequently pack with non-native interactions which are usually highly frustrated. To interpret the relationship between the residual frustration and the local structural quality, here we used a local measure of the quality of residue placement $Q_{local}$ to quantify the local structural quality of the location of a residue in its tertiary environment. The residual frustration of each amino acid in sequence obtained from atomic packing frustration analyses can thus be compared with the correctness of the position of that residue as measured by $Q_{local}$. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between local frustration index and the local structural similarity of the initially predicted structure to the crystal structure for three targets in CASP12. The majority of the residues with move strongly negative frustration indices also display better structural quality locally. At the same time, these residues with lower local structural quality are highly frustrated in their local environment.
Figure 2: Three examples show the relationship between the frustration pattern and local structural accuracy of the initially predicted structure A) TR872, B) TR895, C) TR922. The upper panel shows the relationship between the local frustration pattern evaluated by frustration indices and local structural similarity by $Q_{\text{local}}$. In the lower panel, the initially predicted structure, colored by blue, was aligned to the crystal structure colored by white. The most minimally frustrated residues in the initially predicted structure which were constrained in refinement simulations are shown in white spheres. The most highly frustrated residues in the initially predicted structure are shown in red spheres.

In general, the local structural quality decreases with increasing local residue frustration as derived from packing frustration analysis of a structure. The residues with significantly large negative frustration indices form more native-like contacts with their surrounding residues. The residues which form non-native contacts or fewer contacts than the crystal structures have higher positive frustration indices. Some residues that display high frustration levels can still be quite native-like, but those residues are largely exposed on the surface. They are involved in function to locate binding sites, or key residues for allosteric effects. This is in harmony with the observation that protein surfaces are usually more enriched...
Based on the relationship between the frustration pattern and the structural quality locally, we have developed a refinement scheme that uses all-atom simulations that have constrained the motions of only the minimally frustrated residues to stay near their original positions found in the prediction. The bottom panel of Fig.2 shows both the minimally frustrated residues constrained in our test set of refinement simulations according to this protocol and that are for reference the most highly frustrated residues of the initial unrefined structures.

### 4.3 Overview of Atomic packing Frustration-Guided Refinement of CASP12 Targets

We summarize the results of our refinement protocol in Fig.3, Fig.S22, and Table.1. We compare the structural quality of the structures achieved using different refinement methods based on the RMSD as a quality metric (Fig.3). In Fig 3, the RMSD values of the refined structures from the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ are shown as red squares, whereas those of the initial models are shown as black squares. We also show the RMSD values of the refined structures from the Seok group\(^{26}\)(blue squares), from the Feig Group\(^{8}\)(yellow squares) and from the ‘PC-guided refinement’\(^{10}\)(green squares).
Figure 3: Summary of refinement results

A) the RMSD values of the initially predicted structures ("Initial", Black) and the refined structures of the lowest RMSD values by different methods: Initial : Black, Seok Group: Blue, PC-guided refinement: Green, Atomic Packing Frustration Guided Refinement: Red.

B) the RMSD values of initially predicted structures and the selected structures from different refinement methods: Initial : Black, Feig Group: Yellow, Seok Group: Blue, PC-guided refinement: Green, Atomic Packing Frustration Guided Refinement: Red.

C) the ∆RMSD between initially predicted structures and the refined structures of lowest RMSD values by different methods: Seok Group: Blue, PC-guided refinement: Green, Atomic Packing Frustration Guided Refinement: Red.

D) The ∆rmsd between initially predicted structures and selected structures provided by different refinement schemes: Feig Group: Yellow, Seok Group: Blue, PC-guided refinement: Green, Atomic Packing Frustration Guided Refinement: Red. Feig group didn’t publish their refined structures of the lowest RMSD values.
Table 1: The Summary of Comparison between Different Refinement Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Information</th>
<th>Target Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Initial RMSD</th>
<th>Feig</th>
<th>Seok</th>
<th>PC-Guided Refinement</th>
<th>Atomistic Frustration-Guided Refinement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selected</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>Selected</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR894</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.231</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR884</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3.749</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>-1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR922</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.535</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-1.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR882</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>2.357</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>-0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR896</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>8.161</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>-0.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR872</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>5.589</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>1.697</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.989</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR594</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>-0.786</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR862</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>5.553</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>-0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR869</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>12.362</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR898</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>13.944</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>2.374</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR885</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>2.484</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR866</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3.268</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>1.878</td>
<td>1.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR891</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR895</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.408</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>-0.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR870</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>7.625</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-1.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR868</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.964</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR894</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>3.645</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>-0.253</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR877</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3.008</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR948</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>6.737</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>1.263</td>
<td>1.687</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR947</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>13.035</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>5.415</td>
<td>3.466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The refined structures from the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ have higher structural quality than the initially predicted models for each target. In contrast, the structural quality of the refined structures provided by the Seok group and the ‘PC-guided refinement’ is sometimes worse than the structural quality of the initially predicted model. This was seen for TR922. Though each refinement scheme improved the structural quality compared to the initially predicted models for TR898, TR895, TR877, and TR947, the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ outperforms the other refinement methods.

Besides comparing the refined structures with the minimum RMSD values, we also compared the RMSD values of the refined structures that were obtained using different refinement schemes through blind selection in Fig.3C, Fig.3D, and Table.1. Based on the percentage of structures that were improved, the frustration informed refinement performs somewhat better than other refinement methods. The selected structures picked by our scheme were improved in structural quality relative to the initial models for 11 of 20 targets, whereas 10 of 20 targets were improved in the selected structures reported by Seok,26 9 of 20 targets were improved as reported by Feig,8 and 9 of 20 targets were improved by ‘PC-guided refine-
For those targets that were successfully improved to a lower RMSD value compared with the initially predicted models, the typical RMSD improvement was about 0.1 angstroms in the Seok and Feig studies. For the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’, the typical RMSD improvement is relatively larger than what was found using the Seok or the Feig methods, with the most significant improvement from the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ being nearly 5 angstroms. Based on the average dRMSD values of the improved targets, our scheme yields a similar improvement as does ‘PC-guided refinement’, which performs better than the earlier approach.8,26

4.4 Atomic Packing Frustration-Guided Refinement Drives the Structure Towards it Native State

For each target, the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ drives the protein closer towards its experimentally determined native state. To analyze the correlations between the change of the frustration pattern and the quality of the configurations, we compared the frustration patterns of the crystal structure to those of the initially predicted structures and the structures selected through logistic regression of the energetic components after collecting all the frustration indices for the component interactions.

For TR872 (Fig.4A), in the initially predicted model (middle panel), some contacts between the helix and its surrounding residues were highly frustrated. In contrast, these contacts become minimally frustrated in the refined structure (right panel) and are minimally frustrated in the crystal structure (left panel). For TR895 (Fig.4B), in the initially predicted structure (middle panel), the contacts formed between the loops are highly frustrated. In contrast, these contacts become neutrally frustrated in the resulting refined structure (right panel) and are in fact minimally frustrated in the crystal structures (left panel). For TR922 (Fig.4C), in the initially predicted model (middle panel), the contacts between the C terminal and its surrounding loop are highly frustrated, while these contacts become less highly frustrated in the structure after refinement (right panel), and the contacts are minimally
frustrated in the correct crystal structures (left panel).

Figure 4: Differences of the frustration patterns between the crystal structures, the initially predicted structures and the refined structure obtained by blind selection A) TR872, B) TR895, C) TR922. The left panel shows the frustration pattern of the crystal structures, the middle panel shows the frustration pattern of the initially predicted structures, and the right panel shows the frustration pattern of the selected structures from refinement. The green lines indicate minimally frustrated interactions and the red lines indicate highly frustrated interactions. The gray circle highlights the regions where the RMSD values and the amount of highly frustrated interactions decrease from those of the initially predicted structures, which suggests the effectiveness of atomic packing frustration guided refinement.

Similar trends were observed for most targets, except for those that showed minimal improvement in structural accuracy upon refinement (i.e. TR869, TR882, TR896, TR898 and TR891). For the refinement targets TR869, TR896 and TR898, the initially predicted structures deviate quite far from their corresponding crystal structures. Thus the derived
constraints from frustration analyses of these initial structures still functioned poorly in
guiding the structures through all-atom simulations. To understand this, we carried out all-
atom replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations of TR872 to survey its free
energy landscape. In the free energy surface of TR872 at 300K, the native-like basin (q \geq
0.8) possesses more minimally frustrated interactions, but another basin far from its native
state was observed at a Q around 0.55 that had fewer minimally frustrated interactions
(Fig.S25). It is possible that this protein exhibits allostery and has multiple conformations
in vivo. This set of results, however, clearly demonstrates the power of atomistic simulations
censored by frustration analysis to improve input structures. By constraining the dynamics
of the minimally frustrated residues in the input structure, atomic simulations are able
adequately to sample over the motions of the less-minimally frustrated regions so as to
minimize the total frustration level. As a result, the refined structures are usually more
minimally frustrated than the initial forms and apparently are closer to the ground truth.

4.5 Improvement in Side chain Accuracy in Atomic Packing Frus-
tration Guided Refinement

The RMSD value, Qw value, and GDT-TS score only reflect the accuracy of the backbones.
Though the backbones restrict the orientations of side chains, rather slight differences arising
from the backbone can lead to significant changes in the rotamers. Having these correct
orientations of side-chains is generally considered important for describing binding with
drugs, DNA, and catalysts, which are essential in various physiological functions.

Fig.5 shows the side chain accuracies for the \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) angles for all residues. The
‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ greatly improves the accuracy of orientations
of the side-chains in comparison with the input structure for all targets. This suggests that
during the refinement process, the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ not only
improves the structural quality of the backbone, but also facilitates the correct native packing
of side chains at the same time. This is consistent with the definition of the atomic packing
frustration. The native packing of the side-chains eliminates steric clashes in comparison with what is possible where the packing is highly non-native.

Figure 5: A summary of the X1 accuracy and X2 accuracy for all the residues. A) the X1 and X2 accuracy of initially predicted structures and best structures from atomic packing frustration guided refinement. Black: X1 accuracy of the initially predicted structures, Blue: X2 accuracy of the initially predicted structures, Green: X1 accuracy of the best structures from atomic packing frustration guided refinement, Red: X2 accuracy of the best structures from atomic packing frustration guided refinement. B) the difference in sidechain orientations accuracy between the best structures from atomic packing frustration guided refinement and initial structures. Green: Δ X1 accuracy, Red: Δ X2 accuracy.
5 Discussion

5.1 The Roles of Different Energy Terms in Evaluating Structures.

The top-scoring models obtained from atomic packing frustration guided refinement are better than those provided by other methods (in Fig.3C, Fig.3D and Table.1). The scheme used in the ‘atomic packing frustration-guided refinement’ unravels the roles of different parts of forcefield in protein folding and structure formation. The selection scheme uses 22 energy terms as input features to a logistic regression. These include all the energetic terms from AWSEM and from Rosetta. The absolute coefficients of these features reflect their contribution to accurate structure prediction when these features were normalized with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.

In AWSEM, the water term encodes the preference for a residue to form water-mediated or protein-mediated interactions, and the burial term indicates the inclination of one residue to become buried inside the protein or to stay on the surface. The P-AP term stabilizes the anti-parallel $\beta$ conformation cooperatively, and the electrostatic term stabilizes the folded state and destabilizes the unfolded states in the AWSEM system. The high absolute coefficients of these features suggest their important roles in structure discrimination.
In terms of the energetic features from Rosetta, the attractive energy \( (fa_{atr}) \), the solvation energy \( (fa_{sol}) \), and the hydrogen-bonded energy \( (hbond_{lr_bb}, hbond_{sr_bb}, hbond_{bb_sc}) \) have relatively high absolute coefficients. This again suggests that these energy terms function differently in the final native state than they do in near native decoys.\(^{16,23-25}\)

In this paper, we have illustrated how atomic packing frustration guided refinement
drives the structure towards its most correctly configured state by the enhancement of its minimal frustration pattern. The current protocol improves structural quality efficiently by constraining only the minimally frustrated residues to be stably located in their predicted positions.
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